
PHOTOGRAPHS OF ORNAMENTALS 
FOR WHICH 

NO SMOG INJURY 
SEEN AFTER GROWING 7 MONTHS 

IN AMBIENT AIR POLLUTION 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 1990-91 
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RESPONSE TO AMBIENT AIR POLLUTION: 
NO INJURY SYMPTOMS SEEN, APRIL-OCTOBER 

SCIENTIFIC NAME 

Camellia japonica 

Eucalyptus sideroxylon rosea 

Feijoa sellowiana 

Juniperus chinensis 

Magnolia grandiflora 

Nerium oleander 

Pelargonium vulgaris 

Pelargonium vulgaris 

Podocarpus macrophyllis 

Rhapiolepsis indica 

Tulbaghia violaeoea 

COMMON NAME 

CAMELLIA 

PINK IRON BARK 

PINEAPPLE GUAVA 

PFITZER JUNIPER 

SOUTHERN MAGNOLIA 

OLEANDER 

MARTHA WASHINGTON 

GERANIUM 

YEW PINE 

INDIAN HAWTHORN 

SOCIETY GARLIC 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 90-91 
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NO SMOG INJURY SEEN -
MAGNOLIA 

"I Magnolia grandiflora 
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NO SMOG INJURY SEEN_ 

MARTHA WASHINGTON 
Pelargonium vulgaris
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INDIAN HAWTHORN 
Rhapiolepsis indica 
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SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS 
SHOWING HOW AIR POLLUTION 

REDUCES GROWTH: 
ASPLENIUM BULBIFERUM (Mother Fern) 

4/25/90 to 1 0/24/90 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA, 1990-91 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
ASPLENIUM BULBIFERNUM (Mother Fern) 

4/25/90 

5/23/90 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
ASPLENIUM BULBIFERNUM (Mother Fern) 

6/6/90 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
ASPLENIUM BULBIFERNUM (Mother Fern) 

7/4/90 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
ASPLENIUM BULBIFERNUM (Mother Fern) 

12" - : 

8/1/90 
-'",:_,-:_ .. 
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MOTHER FERN -· "?lt 
Asplenium bulbiferum 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
ASPLENIUM BULBIFERNUM (Mother Fern) 

10/10/90 

10/24/90 
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SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS Ii 

SHOWING HOW AIR POLLUTION [l 

REDUCES GROWTH: 
ITRUS SINENSIS (Orange} 

4/11 /90 to 10/24/90 I 
I 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA, 1990-91 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
CITRUS SINENSIS (Orange) 

4/11/90 

5/23/90 

' SMOGGY AIR 



GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
CITRUS SINENSIS (Orange) 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
CITRUS SINENSIS (Orange) 

7/4/90 

7/18/90 



GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
CITRUS SINENSIS (Orange) 

24" 
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' 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
CITRUS SINENSIS (Orange) 

10/10/90 

10/24/90 



SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS 
SHOWING HOW AIR POLLUTION 

REDUCES GROWTH: 
PRIMULA SP. (Primrose) 

4/11 /90 to 8/15/90 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA, 1990-91 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
PRIMULA SP. (Primrose) 

4/11/90 

4/25/90 



GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
PRIMULA SP. (Primrose) 

LOS ANGELES Sl"ATE 
& COUNTY ARBORETUM 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
PRIMULA SP. (Primrose) 

6/20/90 

7/4/90 



GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
PRIMULA SP. (Primrose) 
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GROWTH REDUCTION SERIES 
PRIMULA SP. (Primrose) 

8/15/90. 
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AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE 
EXAMPLES OF SIGNS USED 

TO IDENTIFY SYMPTOMS, 1989 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA CA 
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REDUCED GROWTH 

BUSY LIZZIE 
Impatiens sp. 
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YELLOW LEAVES 

PEPPER 
Capsicum annuum 
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COLOR CHANGE 
FLOWERS AND DIES SOONER 
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AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE 
RESPONSE TO THE 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 1990-91 

223 



THE AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE 
VISITOR SURVEY, 1989-1990 

Visitors were asked to complete a brief survey 
so their responses to the display could be 
evaluated. 

The following charts list the questions 
asked, and describe how the questions 
were answered by the visitors in 1989-1990. 

Visitor responses are important factors 
in the design of improvements to the 
display. 12% of the visitors responded 
to the survey. 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA CA 

SURVEY QUESTIONS, 1989-1990 
AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE EXHIBIT 

Date 
Did you find the exhibit informative? Yes/No 

Easy to understand? Yes/No 

Which part of the exhibit did you find most 
Interesting? (rats 1 thru 3, 1 being the 
highest) 

Signs and other graphics 
Monitoring equipment 
Plants 

Prior to seeing the exhibit, did you know that 
air pollution could Inure plants? Yes/No 

Have you noticed the effects of air pollution on 
plants near your home? Yes/No 

Which plants and symptoms? 

What did you do today to reduce air pollution? 

Do you think your Individual actions can help 
improve air quality? Yes/No 

List plants in the exhibit that are of special 
interest to you. 

List plants you would like to see added to the 
exhibit 

Additional comments: 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA CA 
2 2 4 



Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

WAS THE EXHIBIT INFORMATIVE? 

50 ::::=:=:::::: 

0 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Month of Visit 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 

Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

WAS THE EXHIBIT EASY TO UNDERSTAND? 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Month of Visit 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 



Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

WHAT PART DID YOU FIND MOST INTERESTING? 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

0 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Month of Visit 

L.A. CITY AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 

Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

ALREADY KNEW POLLUTION DAMAGES PLANTS 

- Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Month of Visit 

2 2 6L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 
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Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

NOTICED EFFECTS ON PLANTS NEAR MY HOME 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

0 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Month of Visit 

L.A. CITY AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 

POLLUTION DAMAGE VISITORS SEE NEAR HOMES 

NAME OF PLANT AND TYPE OF DAMAGE SEEN 

mEES 

FLOWERS 

VEGETABLES 

FRUIT 

ROSES 

TOMATOS 

GRASS 
HOUSE PLANTS 

ALL 

MISC. 

YELLOW /BROWN LEAVES 

REDUCED GROWTH 

LEAF DAMAGE 

DYING 

BAD COLOR 

SCRAGGLY GROWTH 

INSECTS 

FEWER FLOWERS 

AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE, LASCA 1989-90 

2 2 7 



Analysis of Questionnaire, 1990 

HOW I REDUCED AIR POLLUTION TODAY 

CAR POOLING 

REDUCING DRIVING 

WALKING OR BIKING 

TUNING UP MY CAR 

RECYCLING 

AVOIDING CHEMICALS 

EDUCATING MYSELF 

QUITTING SMOKING 

NOTHING 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 

Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

MY ACTIONS CAN HELP IMPROVE AIR QUALITY 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

0 - Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Month of Visit 
2 2 8

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 



Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

PLANTS OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ME 

CARROTS 

GRAPE 

DUSTY MILLER 

LOBELIA 

CARNATION 

SNAPDRAGON 

IMPATIENS 
COLEUS 

BEGONIA 

SHRUBS 

TREES 

HERBS 

FRUIT 

CELOSIA 

TOMATO 

FLOWERS 

PETUNIAS 

CORN 

ALL 

VEGETABLES 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 

Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

PLANTS I WANT ADDED TO THE DISPLAY 

"FOREST" TREES 

MORE ROSES 

EDIBLE PLANTS 

FRUITS 

VEGETABLES 

GRASSES 

GROUND COVERS 

ORCHIDS 

CACTUS 

2 2 9L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 



Analysis of Questionnaire, 1989-1990 

COMMENTS: POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 

GREAT! THANK YOU! 

MORE PUBLICITY 

MORE INFORMATION 

HOW CAN I HELP? 

STAFF WAS HELPFUL 

PLANTS NOT DIFFERENT 

DIDN'T LIKE INSECTS 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 

SUMMARY: Analysis of Questionnaire 

HOW VISITORS ANSWERED THE QUESTIONS 

PER CENT 

COMPLETED SURVEY 

DISPLAY INFORMATIVE 

EASY TO UNDERSTAND 

NOT EASY 

KNEW A.P. DAMAGES 

NOTICE NEAR HOME 

I CAN IMPROVE AIR 

L.A. STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, 1889-90 230 



AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE 
OUTREACH PROGRAM AND 

MEDIA COVERAGE 

LOS ANGELES STATE AND COUNTY ARBORETUM, ARCADIA 1990-91 

231 



THE AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE 
OUTREACH PROGRAM AND MEDIA COVERAGE 

IMPROVEMENTS TO EFFORTS TO INVITE MORE VISITORS TO SEE 
THE EXHIBIT INCLUDED THE FOLLOWING: 

The location of the greenhouse was 
included in the re-print of the map 
of the arboretum grounds visitors 
receive at the gate. 

A brochure was designed and mailed to 
school districts and civic organizations. 

Press releases to local television 
and radio stations resulted in coverage 
on Channel 4 NEWS KNBC-TV, Los Angeles. 

Efforts were made to reach people who 
do not regularly read scientific Journals and 
articles appeared in SUNSET MAGAZINE 
LANDSCAPE & IRRIGATION, THE LOS ANGELES 
TIMES, THE HIGHLANDER and THE PLAIN TRUTH. 

TEXT OF THE PRINTED MATERIALS FOLLOWS 

232 
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THE AIR POLLUTION GREENHOUSE CLIMATEGEOGRAPHY
is an educational display designed to Mountains ccnflne the air and Sunshine and frequent lnvers 

foster high air polkJtlon levelsdemon~e the effects of air pollu the polutants In adjacent valleys. 
tion on plants. In the Interpretive 
building, posters around ,the room · 
explain air pollution and the problems 
it creates. Operating equipment moni
tors dally pollutant levels. .-------------•·-----------J~.~-, -' ,Two greenhouses, side by side, contain ' , \ 
Identical types of plants at the same . ',, AIR ,, 
stages of growth. The air in the first 

', POLI..UTION , ' greenhouse has been drawn from out ' ,
side but circulated through charcoal ', TRIANGLE , ' 
filters to remove pollutants. The air ' ,
in the adjolni~ greenhouse is the same ' ' , , 
as the ambient (unfiltered) air we ' ,, , e
breathe from outside. As you pass ' ,' E>(i)through the greenhouses, close EMISSIONS ', , . 

inspection of the plants reveals marked Emissions are the pollutants ,, ~.,"'-v.211....ti&'l:illr"l..,, 
released every day by cars and · differences In leaf size, leaf color, 
Industry. ' 

flower color and production, as well as 
overall hardiness. 

0 

VOCABULARY UST OZONE Is our biggest air pollut 
problem. Ozone causes plant leave: 
tum yellow, develop dead are~J • 
faU off earty. Plants suffer reau<

Air Geography growth and yield.
Ambient Greenhouse 
Arboretum Hardiness 
Charcoal Interpretive OZONE can cause health proble 

such as cough!r!Q, che&t pain, heCirculated Ozone aches, and eye Irritation.
Climate Pollutants 
Emissions Smog 
Filtered Unfiltered 

234 



The Air Pollution Greenhouse is located 
inside the Los Angeles State and County. 
Arboretum, west of the Henry C. Soto 
Water Conservation Garden. This spe
cial display is open from April 1 
though October 31 only, from 9:00 a.m. 
to 4:00 p.m. Unguided visits are 
welcome any time during these regular
operating hours. 

Special appointments can be made for 
schools and youth Qroups wishing to 
visit this exhibit by calling 
818/446-8251, extension 17. For these 
visits, a . staff member will be 
available to present a short 
introqudion and to answer questions 
from the group. 

The Air Pollution Greenhouse is 
sponsored by the California Arboretum 
Foundation, the Los Angeles State and 
County Arboretum, and the California 
Air Resources Board. 

LOS ANGELES STATE & COUNTY 
ARBORETUM 

ADMISSION FEES 

Adults $3.00 
Senior Citizens (over 62) 1.50 
Adults w/student ID 1.50 
Children ages 13 to 17 1.50 
Children ages 5 to 12 .75 
Under 4 yrs. Free 
Tram Tours, all seats 1.50 

The Los Angeles State and County 
Arboretum is a 127-acre garden 
containing many areas of educational 
interest. In addition to the Air 
Pollution Greenhouse, plan your visit 
to include these other attractions: 

Henry C. Soto 
Water Conservation Garden 

Prehistoric and Jungle Garden 

Garden for All Seasons 

Historical Section 

Tropical Greenhouse 
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Larger, ei:en-toned fibrous begonia leaf had filtered 
air; otherwise, both grew under identical conditions 

Does smog damage plants? 
New Arcadia greenhouse tests show how. 

But what can you do about it? 

Back-to-back greenhouses host identical plants that receive same care and 
grow at same temperatures; filtered air is only difference. Clean-air greenhouse 
below is serviced by two swamp coolers enclosed in sheet-meta/ housings 

Bean leaves show classic 
symptoms of smog disease: 
their normally dark green 
color is speckled 

Los Angeles owns the dubious distinction 
of having some of the nation's most pol
luted air. San Diego's isn't much better. 
Poor air quality is a long-term problem; 
there's not much you can do about it 
today. But if you know which plants are 
most susceptible to smog, you may be able 

_to avoid frustration and disappointment. 
An experiment at the Los Angeles State 
and County Arboretum tests smog's ef
fects. The same _kinds of plants grow in 
two separate greenhouses kept at similar 
temperatures. Plants in both receive iden
tical care. But one greenhouse receives -
regular outdoor air; the other draws out
side air through a charcoal filter system 
that removes smog's major components. 
The plants in the purified air have pros
pered, while most plants in the smoggy 

__ greenhouse sllo~ed some damage within a 
· month; for example, white spots appeared · 
between leaf veins on petunias. Other sus
ceptible plants include begonias, calceo- -
laria, carnations, com, cucumbers, dahl- -

!_:_:_ias, marigolds;: onions, ··parsley, --spinach,: .. 
:,.:and tomatoes..:,.:.~.:-~;______ ____ _ 

~- Fortuitately,-many - -plants· ··cari resist 
smog's effects: succulents, New Zealand 

~flax (Phormium); summer-flowering por- . 
,:_Julaca,-: :and - Bermuda -:and -zoysia _grass -
__:::show -no_ damage~so far:-AII have small 

breathing pores (stomata),- a" typical 
drought-tolerant plant feature that may 
reduce the smog intake. Snapdragons and 
zinnias also seem resistant. ---
There's nothing :you can do to help an 
affected plant recover. Washing off foli
age won't prevent damage. But once you 
know smog is the culprit, at least you 
won't cause more injury by treating the 
wrong problem. Just keep plants healthy 
so perhaps they'll outgrow the damage. 
You can see the test greenhouses 9 to 5 
daily in the South African section at the 
arboretum, 301 N. Baldwin Avenue, Ar
cadia. Admission is $3, $1.50 seniors and 
students, 75 cents ages 5 through 12. o 
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1 Staff pholo by Richard Homnann 

Pol.LJed p'f.nts: Arboretum publications specialist L.uAnn Munns 
examines two plants from greenhouses at the park which study the ef
fectS of ozone on green plants and flowers. The greenhouses !Ire part of 
an exhibit at the Arcadia gardens that will be open to the pubhc through 
October 

Impact of smog on 
plants to be studied 

SC:::SE-

' 1 
~ Arcadia Highlander · ;, · 

·. AMORETU~ 
ContiJued from page 3 _ ] -

ye~r from crops.damaged by smog. Tl¢ 
pomt of the proJect, Provine said, is tp 
make people more aware of this, not tp 
prompt fear among ~hose who might worry 
about smog damage to their health. - i 
. "The whole purpose is to try to show 

w~at (type of research) they're doing " he 
said. . _ _ _ . ' ! 

. A computer m a room adjacent to th,e 
.. shelters monitors the amount of ozone ih:. 

.. ho~ greenhouses and produces a constarir· · 
pnnto~t ofsmog 14:vels ~ughout the day. i 

. . Irorucally, Provme said, the air qualityi 
m Los Angeles has been too good this·~ 
season to have any detrimental effects on 
the plants. · _ . / 

In fact, !te said, the smog level has be«fu. 
so low ~Is y~ar that co-researchers from 
the Umvers1ty of California Riversi~e 

, 
]STUDY:
i 

· "will shoot the plants with gas to give it the 
same effect as smog would." 
· Surprisingly, officials are actually hop-
ing for more of the real thing. . 

"Hopefully, we won't have to (gas them) 
much longer," Provine said. 

The park administrator reminisced 
about the first program of this type in 1987, 
which provided dramatic results. From 
dead, brown palm frond edges to flowers 
only a fraction ofthe size of those grown in 
the filtered greenhouse, Provine said he 
was pleased with the results, and all 

.thanks to the unlikely contributor. 
"The smog made it one of the best 

seasons we've had," he said. 
The exhibit is scheduled to nm-through 

October, and is included in the price ofad--
mission into the Arboretum. /r 
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By Richard Homnann 
Staff Writer · 

Most Southern Californians 
are all too familiar with the ef
fects of air pollution. Watery 
eyes and shortness of breath 
are symptoms shared by those 
who find themselves at the 

. mercy of the toast-colored air 
i that tends to hover above the 

basin on hot, summer after-
1· noons. 

But what about plants? What 
impact does smog have on your 
garden? . 

Researchers at the Los 
An~le:. State and Cott-Rty Ar
boretum aren't beating around 
the bush on this topic, but in
stead are hoping to turr. over a 
new leaf in their studies of ef
fects of air pollution on plants. 

Two greenhouses, e: .::h con
taining the same types ofplants 
in identical planting schemes, 
are being monitored by offic
ials at the Arca-dia park and 
California Air Resources Board 
who have·created two very dif
ferent environments for the 
vegetation. 

r.h,:arrn,:al fiHPrs :,;r1> h<PinP 

used in one of the shelters to 
purify the air by removing up to 
90 percent of the pollutap.ts 

· locked beneath the basin's in
version layer. In the second 
greenhouse, plants are exposed 
to the same air you and your 
garden are surrounded by each 
day. 

The result is a seven-month 
long exhibit open to visitors .,,, 
who can examine the impact of 
smog on plants. 

This is the third year the twin 
greenhouses have been used 
for the project which, officials 
say, continues to yield evidence 
supporting their belief that pol
lutants - primarily ozone- af
fect the texture, growth and re
production of plants. 

"It's purely an educational 
exhibit," said John Pfovine, 
who oversees the park grounds. 
"The Air Resources Board just 
wants more people to be more 
conscious of our environment 
and our air." 

According to the board's esti
mates, California farmers may 
be losing up to $1 billion each 

See ARBORETIJJ / 8 

https://pollutap.ts
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I!(r:;iE:!~m~iati~~ greenhous- . ~e· ~t~. ~e,!s. ~~~; ,. ·b~c~es;ontheotherhand.~etuni-

" ,--es ·.,vhere :plants illustrate damage •ture roses and· pansies '.ihow little as suffer the most and damage to 
' \ ·:caused by air pollution are on view smog damage. ·Othel'I, resistant leaves and flowers is usually ~isible 

").hrough October at the ~el- · plants include succul~ts. olean- a couple of weeks after a smog 
·esitaie ard County Arooretum at ders. ·geraniums, juni~rs .and hi- alert. · 

...., ·.·:::.301.VisitorsN. Baldwin Ave., Arcadia.to the Arboretum. can _______ · -1 _________________ 

··:walk through the greenhouses to· 
:,;observe the effects of air.pollution 
:and how smog damage varies 

· ~,among plants, said Arboretum su-
~~ntenden1 John Provine. 

.In one greenhouse the air is pure, 
;'9o% of the contaminants have been 
!removed by charcoal filters, The 
~other greenhouse contains the 
.•same, often unhealthful, air that 
•visitors breathe.. 
; C. Ray Thompson and Gerrit 
•Kats of UC Riverside have served
'·as consultants on the'project since 
i(was initiated in 1986. The green-•· 

· l!,quses. are educational · displays, 
·and a new computer screen at
tached to the smog monitor.shows 
il'Jformation in color graphics. 
~ According to nursery workers at . 
"--



uaruen1ng,________ 
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Greenhouse 
Maps Smog 
Effects on 
.Plant Life 

By LAURIE K. SCHENDEN, 
Times Staff Writer 

So we laugh about Michael Jack
son's "sleeping chamber" filled 

, with purified air, and called How
ard Hughes a fanatic for living in a 
sterile environmenL But the ques
tion most often asked around the 
smog-free greenhouse at the L.A. 
Arboretum is, "How can I get one 
of these systems for my home?" 

The inquiry is understandable 
after you've looked into the green
house-filled with robust plants
which by no coincidence is next 
door to a greenhouse with normal 

· · afr. The plants in the regular 
'- greenhouse are smaller; some of 

the leaves are brown, discolored or 
curling, and the plants themselves 

, . are weaklings compared to those 
__dwelling in the smog-free environ
. ment. The startling thing is, the 
·struggling plants in the regular 

. greenhouse are breathing the same 
, airwedo. 

The smog-free greenhouse is 
-·part of an educational project in its 

third year at the Los Angeles State 
and County Arboretum. Funded by 

· · a grant from the state Air Resourc
' ·es Board, officials in Sacramento 
- are keeping close tabs on the 
' progress of the plants, receiving 
- photographs every month of plants 
' from both greenhouses to see what 
· -effect smog is having. 

Aii: h the Variable 
Though its greenhouse is mainly 

an educational display, not a re
search project, the Arboretum has 
been able to determine when smog 
is detrimental to certain plants 
because the only variable is the air. 
The young plants that are put in 

v·• the greenhouses are identical, all 
started in the propagation area in 

;:-: the nursery and put into the fil-
tered air as 2-inch plants. When 

-~:. the roots are established (4 inch
·- es), they are separated, six plants 
- ,. in the filtered air, six in regular air. 
,..,_ There are about 32 kinds of · 
~ - vegetables and bedding plants and 
~ :- 20 mff@r@flt trees and ·shrubs in 

.oa~h grLcnhousc. They are given 
,..the same amounts of water, fertil

izer and care. With the aid of the 
filtering system, the smog-free 

~nho1111e has the impurities (i.e. 
, pollution) taken ouL 
: A monitoring system outside the 
, greenhouses detects the omne and 
: nitrogen dioxide levels of the ambi-

ent air (smog-free house). There 
are also photographs of healthy 
plants and of plants affected by the 

, smog in a display nearby. 
"Some plants do better ·than 

others (in smoggy conditions]," 
says June Petrie, a student of 
ornamental horticulture who -
works in the greenhouses. "Like 
bush beans, within the first four 
weeks you can see a difference. 
Petiµrla.s, begonias and zinnias-a 
lot of the bedding plants people use 
all the time-are greatly affected 
by the smog." 

ROBERTGABRIJ:L / Lm,.......T=. 

June Petrie demonstrates effects of smog on plants to visitors at LA. County ~rboretum. 

Pinto bean plant nurtured in filtered air is free of 
spots and damage from Los Angeles smog. 

Plant at left grows in .. normal" smog, while 
plant at right breathes filtered greenhouse air. 

The plants chosen for the project 
are often those suggested by visi
tors, who fill out questionnaires. 
"It's not meant to tell people what 
plants to grow," says John Provine, 
Arboretum superintendent. One 
request came from UC Riverside to 
test the Washington palm. 

"They were noticing yellow 
blotches on the fan palms and they 
weren't sure what was causing 
them," recalls Provine. "They 
asked If we'd try it, and sure 
enough; . they both started out in 
the clean air, and the one in 
smoggy air developed the spots." 

The smog has, in fact, affected 
the area's economy. "The L.A.-area 
used to be a hotbed for spinach," 
says Provine, who has worked at 
the Arboretwn since 1958._ ''Spin
ach used to be grown on a large 
scale here, but ·you can't have 
spotty, blotchy spinach on the 

· market." 

Smog also drove away fiower 
producers, Pro-vim,-~,~ of.. · 
growers moved out-orchid grow
ers moved to Santa Barbara and 
the coastal area, because the flow
ers were getting blemishes here, so 
they weren't salable." 

Though the project_ has proven 
that smog is often the culprit when 
there's a problem with a plant, 
smog damage isn't always easy to 
detecL 

"If you saw this [shriveled leaf 
or blotches] in someone's garden 
you wouldn't say, 'Oh, that's pollu
tion damage.' " Petrie says. "It's 
not always that obvious. But peo
ple come In and say, 'Oh, now I 
know what's wrong, it's not an 
insect or a disease, it's the smog.''.' 

But the real benefit of the green
house experiment, Provine says, is 
that "we're finding out plants 
aren't looking the way they're 
suppose to look." 

Another question often asked 
,after e J&rpH thro~tht~~ ·"-· 
houses is, "What caniaone. 

"Car pooling;· Petrie answers. 
"People have to say to themselves, 
'We're the next step.'" 

"There's -DOtliing that replacei 
the visual impact," Petrie adds. 
"When people can see there's less 
vigor, less floweri~ [in the normal 
air), It's sobering. 

"Sometimes people are afraid to 
go Into the smoggy air," Petrie 
says, "but what some don't realize · 
is that it's the same air they're 
breathing every day. We don't 
need to put any more pollutants In 
this house. The air comes from 
right outside." 

Theproject,.whil:hbeganinAprU, 
r-vm thTOU{Jh Oct. 31, whm the 
qfe:u of ffllOQ are the matt notice
able. L.A. State and Cou'lltl/ ATbore
tum, 301 N.BaldunnAue._.Anadia. . 
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Buzy Lizzie Impatiens growing in greenhouse open to the ozone
laden atmosphere. 

F
rom the deepest heart of Smogville
California's choking, coughing San 
Gabriel Valley, northeast of Los Angeles 

- has come graphic visual evidence of just 
how badly ozone, the prime component of 

~1 ,:. smog, can and does damage landscape,,..~ 
:;i.,.t;'. plants. 

Wherever you may live and work in these 
United States, don't make the mistake ofi;i thinking, "It can't happen here." If you in
habit an urban area with factories and cars,!j!:· 
as most of us do, you may be next. 

When the ozone level in the air exceeds 
. 12 parts per million, it's officially a smoggy 
day. With an average of 175 such days per 
year, the Los Angeles area admittedly does 
lead the nation in ozone. 

However, Houston, TX, with 50 smoggy 
tjays a year, is currently running second to 
Los Angeles. San Diego is third, so count 
two out of three for California. However, New 
York City, across the continent, is the fourth 
smoggiest city in the United States. Chica
go, IL, the most midwestern of cities, runs 
fifth in smoggy days. Clearly the ozone 
problem is not limited to California or the 
West. 

To see the dangers of ozone at their worst, 
however, there's no place like America's 
smog capital, Southern California. A visit to 
the twin "smog-demonstration" greenhouses 242 on public display at the Los Angeles StateThe same Buzy Lizzie Impatiens growing in filtered air. 
and County Arboretum in Arcadia, CA, is 
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enough to turn any landscape contractor from 
a disbeliever in the damaging effects of ozone 
to a concerned convert determined to do 
something about the situation. 

The general public may simply see grie-
- _vously disfigured plants and turn away. 

However, the dollars-and-cents damage to 
those plants, a landscaper's stock in trade, 
is graphically evident for all contractors to see. 

The greenhouses will open for the second 
year of a three-year demonstration on April 
1, and will be open until October. This year 
several additional landscape plants will be 
featured, and a number of grasses as well. 

Side by side they sit-one greenhouse 
open to the ozone-laden atmosphere, the 
other using filtered air exclusively. Mirror
image plantings of identical landscape and 
home-garden plants are laid out in identi
cal floor plans, so that they can easily be 
compared to show the harmful effects of 
smog in the unprotected greenhouse. The 
results are startling, as shown by the accom
panying photos. 

The primary villain is ozone. A pungent, 
colorless, yet highly toxic gas that works in
credibly fast to do its damage to plants and 
humans, ozone constitutes more than 95 per
cent of smog. It is formed in the lower at
mosphere, when emissions of hydrocarbons, 
such as unburned automobile fuel and 
industrial-process vapors, react in sunlight 
with products of combustion known as ox
ides of nitrogen. 

Dahlia Hybrids 

Motor vehicles account for 34 percent of 
hydrocarbon emissions and 45 percent of 
oxides of nitrogen emissions in the United 
States. Power plants, oil refineries, indus
trial processes, and other sources account 
for the rest. 

When these pollutants combine in sun-

light, the resultant ozone is very unstable 
and rapidly causes oxidation-a type of 
rust-on such varied surfaces as metals, 
paints, and landscape plants, harming or 
even destroying them all. 

Gerrit Katz, an air-pollution researcher at 
continued on page 90 
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edges of the fronds were actually blackened. 
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In the filtered house, the leaves were green and didn't show any 
ill effects. 

The Effects of Ozone 
continued from page 89 

the University of California at Riverside, ex
plains just how ozone does its insidious and 
rapid damage to plants: "The ozone enters 
the stomates-the small apertures on the 
leaf surface of the plant. And it follows the 
same pathway where all the other gas ex
changes take place." These others are benefi
cial exchanges, necessary to the life of the 
plant. 

Ozone is a very strong oxidizer, so it af
fects the membranes of the cells within the 
leaf whose stomates it has entered. These 
cells play a very important part in the plant's 
metabolism. 

"Ozone is actually supercharged oxygen, 
and not very stable," Katz explains. "It's the 
same ozone that causes cracking of your 
rubber tires and oxydizing of your car paint
it's very reactive. So it goes into the delicate 
plant mechanism and affects the biochemistry 
of the plant." 

The ozone accomplishes this by killing the 
cells with which it comes in contact-all the 
membrane cells around it, in other words. 
And when these membranes are damaged, 
they die. This prevents the beneficial gas 
exchanges that keep the plant alive and grow
ing from taking place, so the plant starts to 
die, too. 

Katz reveals that ozone at a very high level 
"almost causes an instant wilting, because 
it robs the plants of the ability to hold their 
water." Fortunately, he adds, some plants 
have much better ability than others to resist 
ozone, because their stomates, or leaf open
ings, are smaller. So they are better able 
to keep the toxic gas out of their inner 
workings. 

Contractors in smoggy areas of the country 
who don't want to risk having their plants 
wither and die within days or weeks of in
stallation should keep a list of these ozone
resistant plants, which Katz describes as fol
lows. (More will be mentioned later in this 
article.) 

"Succulents are all right," says Katz. "New 
England flax is fine; I've never seen it ex
hibit any symptoms. Marguerites are okay. 
Marigolds are okay. Calendula are all right
they're like a golden-orange daisy. And por
tulaca, a small succulent, is fine for sum
mer, when smog is most likely to appear." 

However, it is ozone-susceptible plants that 
make up the plantings in the demonstration 
greenhouses at the Los Angeles Arboretum. 
The display was prepared, with financing from 
the California Air Resources Board, to alert 
the citizenry to the intense harm caused by 
ozone when it attacks landscape and garden 
plants. The goal is to get people to urge their 
elected or appointed representatives to do 
more to prevent and combat ozone-laden 
air pollutants and all their harmful effects. 

Gloria Shams, a horticulturist at the ar
boretum, helped prepare the demonstration 
greenhouses and is currently selecting more 
landscape plants for the 1988 season. She 
believes that all landscape contractors who 
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w~:;7,,:live in or visit the area this year or in 1989 
should make a point of visiting the two green
houses. Many contractors' profits can be se
verely affected by air-pollution damage to 
the plants they buy, sell and install in land
scapes. 

Those who are fortunate enough to live 
and work in areas of the country not presently 
menaced by ozone destruction of plants 
should not ignore the future risk of creep
ing pollution. They may well be motivated 
by the display to seek preventive measures 
to keep the air in their areas clear of ozone 
or other potential pollutants that threaten the 
welfare of plants. And those who live in smog 
areas will come face-to-face with the des
truction that even now threatens their own 
plants. 

"Because of the lifestyle that we have in 
our urban society, plants are sometimes our 
only contact with nature," Shams observes. 
"Unfortunately, we are polluting the plants 
around us with auto exhaust and factory 
emissions. 

"We wanted to show the public the effects 
of air pollution on plant growth, by putting 
up these two demonstration greenhouses," 
Shams continues. With a $62,934 grant from 
the Air Resources Board, they were able to 
do so in 1987. "We're not doing any research 
here-it's strictly a demonstration project
but pollution researchers like Dr. Katz at UC
Riverside and his colleague, C. Ray Thomp-

,·:>·.,... :· ·::l 
,'',, 

Petunia Hybrid 

son, have helped us by acting as con ozone damage to the plants in the "ambient
sultants." air" greenhouse-the one whose unfiltered 

The comparative results in the two side air is the same as all other plants in the area 
by-side greenhouses can be startling to the have to live-or die-in. The arboretum sits 
beholder. Shams cites many examples of continued on page 92 



Maidenhair Fern 

Once the plants in the ambient-air greenhouse 
began to "breathe" the ozone, very disturbing things 

began to happen. Among the main sufferers in 
that smoggy greenhouse were the petunias. 

They showed damage almost right away - within 
the first two weeks. The white petunia, it turns out, 

is the most ozone susceptible ofall 
common bedding plants. 

The Effects of Ozone 
continued from page 91 

in the very heart of the San Gabriel Valley, 
where the ozone level in the summertime 
is very high-about as high as it ever gets 
in the United States. 

Prior to going on display, all plants were 
brought to the same level of development 
with filtered air, so that those in each green
house would have an "even start." However, 
once the plants in the ambient-air greenhouse 
began to "breathe" the ozone, very disturbing 
things began to happen. 

Among the main sufferers in that smog
gy greenhouse were the petunias. "They 
showed damage almost right away-within 
the first two weeks. They had irregular white 
spots on their leaves," Shams reports. "Peo
ple would look at them and say, 'I don't want 
that plant in my yard!"' The white petunia, 
it turns out, is the most ozone-susceptible 
of all common bedding plants. 

"Sunflower also shows damage pretty 
quickly-probably within the first month or 
so," Shams reports. "It has the same type 
of very white, irregular shapes on the leaf." 

The damage to marigolds showed up as 
very small, pin-sized dots that were yellow
ish. "We had to look really close to see the 
damage," says Shams. "It wasn't very ob
vious until you looked for it." 

The western catalpa showed the same yel
low, pinpoint-sized spots as the marigolds. 
On both plants, Shams emphasizes, "the 
spots don't go through- they're not pinholes. 
And you can see more on the top side than 
on the bottom." 

One thing she noticed with the coleus was 
that plants grown in the "filtered house" had 
a more vibrant color than those in the "am
bient house," as the photos show. 

Dead zones were clearly seen on the 
leaves of many of the plants tainted by ozone. 
"On the dahlias there were vast amounts of 
dead brown area between the leaf veins," 
Shams explains. In the ambient-air begonias, 
the leaves also had these dead, brown areas, 
the plants were smaller, and there were half 
as many leaves on the plants as those in 
the filtered house. 

Slipper flowers from the ambient house 
had "a scorched, brown look on them, 
whereas those grown in the filtered house 
were a beautiful, lettuce-green color," Shams 
reports. 

Later in the season, the browallias showed 
significant ill effects from air pollution. Those 
grown in the filtered house were full, very 
green in color, and had many flowers. The 
plants grown in the ambient house had lost 
probably 90 percent of their leaves, had sig
nificantly fewer flowers, and were also 
smaller. "They were basically spindly-looking, 
whereas the ones in the filtered house were 
full and lush," Shams observes. 

A California fan palm was placed in each 
greenhouse to show the effects of air pol
lutants on this often-used landscape plant. 
The fan palm in the ambient house was yel
low, not green, and the edges of the fronds 
were actually blackened. In the filtered house, 
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on the other hand, the leaves were the natur
al, normal green and didn't show any ill ef
fects at all. So it was obvious that this par
ticular palm, popular with many landscape 
contractors, does have a definite adverse 

~reaction to pollutants in the air. 
"Some of the plants in the ambient house 

did not show any obvious effects from pol-
- , lutants," Shams reveals. "But sometimes it 

comes down to measuring and comparing 
root growth, which we did not do, since these 
plants were for demonstration and not 
research." 

On a more positive note, in both green
houses "we had spider plants, a creeping 
philodendron, and the schefflera. These three 
plants are thought to purify air indoors," 
Shams observes. Again, there was no 
research done to prove this. If true, the purifi
cation efforts of these three "good samari
tans" were quickly overcome by the ozone 
in the ambient house. 

For reference purposes, but not as plant
ings, Shams has a list of plants that are hardi
er than the ones in the greenhouses. They 
are taken from a book called "Air Pollution 
Injury to Plant Life," by Donald H. Scott. Most 
of the plants it lists as ozone-tolerant are trees, 
such as European white birch, white dog
wood, European mountain ash, Douglas fir, 
Norway maple, sugar maple, and several 
oaks and spruces. 

However, its ozone-tolerant list also men
tions bermudagrass, zoysiagrass, and arbor-

''At a very high level, 
ozone causes an almost 
instant wilting because 
it robs the plant ofits 
ability to hold water." 

vitae, which includes both trees and shrubs. 
This book has many lists of plants that are 
either sensitive or tolerant to various pollu
tants around the country, and is recommend
ed to those who would seek further guidance 
in this respect. 

"This year we will be putting in more plants 
that are very common in landscaping, such 
as gazanias," says Shams of her plans for 
the 1988 twin-greenhouse demonstrations 
at the arboretum. "If a landscape contrac
tor came in and viewed these plants, he or 
she would be able to get an idea as to which 
plants might be relatively better or worse in 
a landscape situation, depending on what 
the landscaper sees there. 

"Since the plants were mainly chosen for 
smog susceptibility, however, they will primar
ily learn which plants to avoid, because of 
the problems that might arise from putting 
in those plants and then, one or two weeks 

later, having to take them out again because 
they are doing poorly. 

"Again, the classic example is petunias. 
Around here, you can buy them from the 
nursery, and even before you get them in
to the ground, they can start to show damage 
from air pollution," Shams cautions. "I my
self bought some white petunias for use in 
a display garden-not one of these two 
demonstration greenhouses. I was not able 
to put them into containers for a week. And 
by then I was unable to use them, due to 
the damage they had already suffered from 
air pollution during that one week! 

"This year I'm going to ·use one or two types 
of grass in the greenhouse-probably some 
sort of bermuda and some basic type of 
bluegrass. I want to see if they show any 
problems from pollution damage. We will also 
be using a type of juniper. And this year we'll 
use roses and bougainvillea. I just thought 
using more of the popular landscape plants 
would be of interest to the public." 

Certainly it should be of even greater in
terest to landscapers. So if you're in Los An
geles County between April and October, 
either this year or next, be sure to drop by 
the Los Angeles State and County Arbore
tum. Take a close look at the comparison 
plantings in the ambient and filtered-air green
houses, plus the adjacent photographic dis
play of ozone damage to plants. 

What you see there may shock you-but 
it could help you as well. o 
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T
HESE striking photos evi
dence air pollution's perils. 
Taken at the Los Angeles Ar
boretum air-pollution green

house (left) in Arcadia, CaliforDia, 
the photos compare plants grown 
in purified air to plants grown in 
the air Southern Californians 
breathe. 

The greenhouse contains two 
rooms. Light, temperature, soil, ir
rigation and pest control in the 
rooms are the same. But in the 
first room (photos on opposite 
page), charcoal filters cleanse the 

. air of impurities such as ozone, In 
, ,-, 'the second room (photos below) is AlR 
APPARENT 
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ambient (unfiltered) air. 
Researchers place identical 

seedlings in the two rooms at the 
same time and chart their growth. 
Plants in the ambient air invariably 
suffer air-pollution iajuries: Colors 
pale. Leaves soon die, Growth is 
stunted. Plants make fewer flowers 
and vegetable growth is inhibited. 
They don't survive pests as weU. 
They don't live as long. 

Notice the differences in the cel
ery (bottom, far left and far right). 
The plant grown in ambient air is 
shorter and has leaf spotting, 

Coleus (top left, this pase) 
shows leaf yellowing and less vi
brant coloration as compared to a 
similar plant in filtered air (top 
right, opposite page). 

Primroses (top center, both 
pages) show marked size differ
ences, as do cyclamens (top right, 
this page; top left, opposite page). 
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Notice how unfiltered air stunts 
cyclamen blooms. 

The difference between the 
two rooms is obvious to anyone 
who steps into the flltered-air 
room and simply breathes. It's a 
joy to do so-the smell, taste 
and feel is completely refreshing. 
You just want to stay there. 
Then you realize, with disgust, 
how bad the air you normally 
live in really is. 

Cars and factories mainly create 
the complex mix of chemicals in 
air pollution (smog). Ozone, the 
main component of smog, forms 
in the air when hydro·cnrbuns and 
nitrogen oxides react in sunlight. 
A high-energy molecule, ozone 
(03) collides with and destroys liv
ing tissue. It enters plants through 
stomatal openings. 

In humans, ozone, Califor
nia~s-nnd other regions'-biggest 

air-pollution problem1 scars and 
damages the lungs, 

Other air pollutants include sul
fur dioxide, carbon monoxide 
(produced by motor-vehicle com
bustion) and hydrocarbons (from 
incomplete combustion of gaso
line and evaporation of petroleum 
fuels and derivatives), Children in 
California's South Coast Air Dasin 
suffer a IO to 15 percent loss in 
lung function compared to chil
dren breathing cleaner air. 

The wind in the area also cnr
ries factory- and freeway-spawned 
pollutants to agricultural areas, 
where they damage plants and in
terfere with photosynthesis, 

As early as the 1950s, smog was 
damaging crops near Bakersfield 
and Fresno in California's central 
valley region. A decade later smog 
damage became apparent in most 
of the state's farming regions. 

-:p{ ■ \. Vf:<.i'~- ':- ,:1, 

California agriculture loses up
ward of $1 billion a year to sntog 
damage, And crops such as 
spinach, celery, lettuce, tomatoes, 
string beans and cucumbers can
not be grown commercia1ly in nnd 
around Los Angeles County. 

Air pollution forces many grow
ers out of California altogether. 
Smog in the rapidly developing 
San Joaquin Valley, Californfa's 
richest growing nrea 1 may soon be 
worse than in Los Angeles. 

Air pollution also ravages trees 
and wilderness as far north as 
Yosemite National Pnrk in central 
California, And around the world, 
overpopulated and overindustrial
izetl urban areas-Mexico City, 
Manila and cities of E.astcrn Eu
rope, for instnnce-face their own 
nir-pollution crises. 

Norman and l'ainel• Shoaf 
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